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In December 2016, Acoma Business Enterprise (ABE) contracted with Commonwealth Heritage Group to complete a survey of
approximately 220 acres in Cibola County, New Mexico on land belonging to the Pueblo of Acoma. The proposed project is the northern
portion of the Sky City Casino Junction Tract, land set aside for business development. The purpose of the survey was to identify and
record any cultural resources or traditionally significant properties in the project area.
The project was done in participation with Anthropological Services, LLC and the Pueblo of Acoma Historic Preservation Office (AHPO).
Fieldwork was conducted on January 3-7, 2017. Commonwealth prepared the historic context for the report prepared the main body of
the report. The prehispanic and ethnographic context was prepared by Kurt F. Anschuetz of Rio del Oso Anthropological Services, LLC.
Commonwealth staff work with Kurt F. Anschuetz to write site descriptions and NRHP recommendations. Additionally, Commonwealth
staff completed the post-field GIS and mapping work. The project team was crucial to both archaeology and cultural understanding:
their participation included ongoing dialogue about the identification and interpretation of cultural material, as well as contributing
to the significance evaluation of identified cultural resource. AHPO’s added knowledge and experience contributed both to the in-field
recordation of sites and to the final report preparation. In this way, active tribal consultation was an integral part of the inventory.
Additionally, based on its active involvement, the Pueblo of Acoma was able to proceed with the knowledge that the cultural resources
identified, interpreted, and evaluated were represented completely and accurately in the final report.
Commonwealth identified eight cultural resources: four previously recorded sites and four newly recorded na baama’, or agricultural
field sites. Because of Commonwealth’s work, these sites were documented, evaluated, and recommended as eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
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